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Inspired by His Excellency Dr. Hage G. Geingob
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Leadership Context 
of Africa and its institutions
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Three Waves of African Leadership Styles 

LIT

Founding Fathers

❑ ?????

Revolutionary  Dictatorship

❑ ?????

Modern Democrats

❑ ?????

SimbaScarMufasa
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Three Waves of African Leadership Styles 

LIT

Founding Fathers

❑ Ushered political freedom to their 

countries

❑ Great original ideology

❑ Soul in the game. They take downside 

on behalf of others

❑ Deep connection with the people

❑ Principled approach to things in very 

structured hierarchies

❑ Deep roots in Africa

❑ Global Citizens

❑ They want to grow the economy

❑ They have the clout to balance 

lionesses and hyena in a circle of life

Revolutionary  Dictatorship

❑ Ushered Personality Cult politics

❑ No ideology

❑ No skin in the game. Take upside and 

push downside risks to their nations

❑ Like appearances but with no deep 

connection to the people 

❑ Self interest driven. Narcissistic.

❑ Not truly rooted in Africa but 

pretends to be

❑ Opportunistic globalists

❑ They tend to loot the economy

❑ They side with the hyenas to the 

detriment of the lionesses

Modern Democrats

❑ Ushers the building of sustainable 

institutions

❑ Transforms ideologies to new heights

❑ Have skin and soul in the game 

❑ Deep connection with people and 

elites alike

❑ Principled approach to things with 

room for  improvisation

❑ Deep roots in Africa with a strong 

global footprint

❑ The grow the economy and create 

other Simbas to create abundance

❑ They have the clout to balance 

lionesses and hyena in a circle of life 

and leave great succession in their 

kingdom.

SimbaScar
Mufasa
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Where are the Simbas?
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Simbas taking charge of their Pride Rocks in Namibia
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